
Recessed and surface

linear fixtures

SLIM



3000K
CCT adjustable

3500K
CCT adjustable

4000K
CCT adjustable

HIGH 900LM/FT
Wattage adjustable

MEDIUM 700LM/FT
Wattage adjustable

LOW 500LM/FT
Wattage adjustable

The magic of adjustable

let you choose up to different3
color temperatures or wattages*

* Standard CCT adjustable only support 3 color temperatures.
Mutiple CCT adjustable option is available upon request.
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RECESSED & SURFACE LINEAR



Integrated driver
to fit more ceiling
types including
walls

Contemporary look,
less than 1” thick

Designed
for dual
installation

Ultra-thin profile
0.59" (15mm)

We understand recessed lighting, our approach to modern lighting products has
always been different from other traditional manufacturers; we believe the recessed

luminaire shall bring elegant atmosphere and ultimate flexibility together.

HERITAGE

LSLR

Extruded
aluminum

Perfect for recessed
installation
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RECESSED & SURFACE LINEAR



One luminaire,

Endless possibilities…
The revolutionary LR series features popular 4”, 6” width and length up to 8’, it
provides powerful lines in any applications. The  CCT and wattage adjustable
technology enables this product to architects, contractors and wholesalers.

LR
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Rethink recessed linear fixture family with external

driver is designed to please wholesalers, architects,

contractors and designers. It will be your go-to-choice

for offices, schools, hospital, corridor light industrial

spaces or anywhere stylish lines of light are desired.

Recessed Linear

The revolutionary LR series features popular 4”, 6” width and
length up to 8’, it provides powerful lines in any applications.

Extruded aluminum narrow frame with seamless design can
provide superior thermal management to ensure long life and
uniform and broad illumination.

Apertures

Performance

RECESSED LINEAR
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It works with most ceiling types which will be
your go-to-choice for offices, schools, hospital,
corridor light industrial spaces or anywhere
stylish lines of light are desired.
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Most of our customers have been struggling with inventory control,
thanks to the CCT adjustable technology, you can now fulfill more orders
with fewer SKUs!

Configure 36 options with only 6 SKUs

CCT Adjustable
By using dip switch located on the back, you
can choose from three color temperatures
3000K, 3500K and 4000K or customize,
creating your optimal lighting experience.

Quick-Ship Friendly

Win More Projects

CCT & Wattage Adjustable

LR series is stocked with wattage select
helping wholesalers lowering their stock risk
while providing designers, contractors and
engineers with the ultimate control of their
space. It is capable of changing between three
selectable wattage levels with the simple slide
of a switch.

Wattage Adjustable

Adjustable

CCT

Adjustable

CCT

Adjustable

Wattage

Adjustable

Wattage
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RECESSED LINEAR

3000K 3500K 4000K

LOW MEDIUM HIGH



LS
The bold, sleek design of the LS is

aesthetically pleasing to any  space.
It supports both surface and

recessed mounts.
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Surface Mount, New Fashion
It is a high performance luminaire, featuring top-end performance paired
with a modern aesthetic, the true ingenuity comes from its unique
construction.

Built- in driver, ultra-thin profile

It is integrated with surface mounted and
recessed with built- in driver. Only 0.94"
thickness makes it able to be installed
the LED light just about anywhere.

Apertures

Available in 4"and 6" widths in two fixed
lengths 2', 4' or customize, delivering modern
lighting performance while matching the
desired aesthetic of any interior space.

SURFACE LINEAR
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By using dip switch located on the
back, you can choose from three color
temperatures 3000K, 3500K and 4000K,
creating your optimal lighting experience.

LS series is stocked with wattage select helping
wholesalers lowering their stock risk while
providing designers, contractors and engineers
with the ultimate control of their space. It is
capable of changing between three selectable
wattage levels with the simple slide of a switch.

Wattage AdjustableCCT Adjustable

Win More Projects

CCT & Wattage Adjustable
Adjustable

CCT

Adjustable

CCT

Adjustable

Wattage

Adjustable

Wattage
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SURFACE LINEAR

LOW MEDIUM HIGH 3000K 3500K 4000K

3000K3500K4000K
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WE ARE YOUR

RELIABLE PARTNER
We are your logistics hub. Our network covers entire North America.

● Shipping within 48 hours

Without Stock Risk●

No Tariff Worries●

Live Inventory Access●

24/7 Online Service●

● Local Assembly*

Prompt RMA●

Local OEM●

Dropship●

We are your marketing dept., visual marketing support is available.

● Data Sheet

Sales Sheet●

Installation Sheet●

IES●

Revit Files●

● HD Photos

Video●

Sample Bags●

Professional Product Training●

Founded in 2008, OKT is known for quality commercial and architectural lighting in

North America. We deliver better light you can see, experience and benefit from. At

OKT Lighting, our teams are made up of dreamers and doers who are committed to

making better lighting.  We’re not only focused on making solutions that last, but

on redefining what’s possible, from the lighting we engineer to the value we add.

American’s architectural and

commercial LED Lighting Enthusiast

2076 Jincheng Rd, Bao’an, Shenzhen,China | sales@okt-led.com | www.oktlighting.com


